STARTTS:
Thefirst1 0 years

T

he 10th anniversary
celebrations of Australia's
first refugee service for
torture and trauma survivors are
a landmark in a journey of
discovery and growth. They will
provide a rare opportunity to
reflect on past and current
achievements.
Dr Andrew Refshauge, the NSW
Minister for Health, will host the
anniversary celebrations of the
Service for the Treatment and
Rehabilitation
of Torture and
Trauma Survivors at Auburn town
hall on November 20.
In 10 years STARTTS has
provided counselling, group work,
physiotherapy, English classes,
camps and excursions to thousands
of clients and currently has more
than 200 people on its waiting list.
The majority of clients are from the
former Yugoslavia, South-East Asia,
the Middle-East, Latin America and
Africa.
STARTTS anniversary will
celebrate the achievements of the
service and its ability to overcome
the many challenges it has faced. It
will also celebrate the resilience of
refugee clients and the contributions
made by refugees to Australian
society.
Funding for the service, initially a
two-year pilot project, came from
the NSW Department of Health in
1988 following
the recommendations of a report made by
Professor Janice Reid, now vicechancellor of the University of
Western Sydney.
"The horror of torture and the
consequences of its use confronted
us unremittingly as we read the
medical literature and reports of
Amnesty International and listened
to the stories of refugees living in
Sydney who have undergone ordeals
beyond the comprehension of most
Australians," Professor Reid said in
the report.

From humble beginnings in a
three-bedroom cottage with a staff of
four, STARTTShas expanded into a
service employing 50 people in two
sprawling office blocks in Fairfield
and Auburn, a reflection of the vast
needs of torture and trauma
survivors in NSW.
"The level of enthusiasm and
commitment was incredible," says
STARTTS Executive Director Jorge
Aroche, recalling the early days of
the service. "We were operating in
very constrained
conditions,
developing a service from scratch."
One ofthe first challenges for the
service was to gain credibility with
the various refugee communities it
intended to serve. Tiep Nguyen,
counsellor for the Vietnamese
community,
believes
that
community consultations were a
significant factor in achieving this
goal.

" One of STARTTS
core values is a vision
of its clients
as
survivors who have
enormous potential
to give. ~~
"The first consultation was held
with the Indo-Chinese communities.
We invited workers from the
Vietnamese, Lao and Cambodian
communities and about 80 people
turned up.
"People were very impressed
with STARTTSinitiative, both those
who attended, and those who heard
about it later," says Tiep.
The success of the consultation,
which aimed to get the support and
input of community leaders, meant
that community consultations
became an ongoing part of
STARTTS' work. Since then,
numerous consultations have been
held with the Indo-Chinese, Middle1
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Eastern and Latin-American
communities in Sydney.
Another difficult task STARTTS
faced was to gain the trust of clients
and communities who had been
extremely traumatised and often had
a profound distrust of government
agencies. This was exacerbated by
the fact that these people came from
countries where counselling, in the
Western sense, was virtually

unheardof.

_

According to Lucy Marin,~
STARTTS counsellor for the
Spanish-speaking communities, it
has been common practice in Latin
America for priests, family or
friends of a distressed person to take
on the role of counsellor. Lucy says
the Western concept of counselling
was not fully understood, especially
in rural areas, although it was
accepted among the Latin American
communities that talking to someone
about your problems could be
helpful.
The reluctance of potential
clients to seek individual therapy
was a hurdle that was overcome by
improvisation
and creativity.
"Peopledidn't want to come to us as-: '}
'client' but they would be very happ"""
to come and tell you all about their
trauma over a cup of coffee. We
realised we needed to have a lot more
fle).ibility,"says Jorge Aroche.
"1"":lsedto see one client in the
park. We had counselling sessions
under a tree or on the bench."
Many counsellors set up groups
for clients. This was an ingenious
way of bringing people together in a
non-threatening manner so that trust
could be built up with individuals
who would later seek counselling.
Says Lucy Marin: "I knew that for
Latin Americans, it is quite easy to
get into groups. My idea was to
encourage the communities to start
coming to group activities before
coming to see me as a counsellor on a
one-to-one basis."..
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Space was limited, so Lucy set up
a Spanish-speaking women's group
in the garage. "It was extremely cold
in winter and very hot in summer,"
she says.
"It was completely abandoned so
we emptied and cleaned it, painted it
and put some shelves there.
"The first activity we did was
pottery making which was excellent.
Doing that motivated the women to
work with their own feelings. They
were actually creating something in
Australia that belonged to them."
Zalmai Haidary, counsellor for
the Middle-Eastern communities,
remembers the difficulties he
experienced trying to encourage
companies to donate a sewing
machine to the STARTTS MiddleEastern women's group. He was
unsuccessful.
L _ "STARTTS was new. People
.., could not understand the nature of
the service or the issues for
refugees," Zalmai says.
Undeterred, Zalmai organised a
community fundraising rame so
three second-hand sewing machines
could be purchased for the group. As
sponsors could not be found, Zalmai
and several of the women from the
group donated some of their own
household items forprizes.
In 1989, STARTTS acquired a
second cottage, two doors up from
the original location. With the extra
space, group-work prospered. There
were physiotherapy groups, English
classes, a Vietnamese women's
group and groups for Lao and
~Vietnamese
survivors of reeducation camps.
At the same time, the number of
people seeking individual therapy
skyrocketed. Funding enhancements
were received and the number of
counsellors grew to meet the
increasing demand for the service.
STARTTS also began to attract a
more diverse clientele representing a
larger number of ethnic groups and
nationalities.
The process of developing
models for counselling refugee
survivors of torture and trauma has
been an ongoing one. Ten years ago,
this presented a daunting task for the
new service. "The area was very
unexplored. When I first started
looking for information on treatment
I could only find seven articles," says
Jorge Aroche.

STARTTShas been something of
a pioneer in this area. Although the
Rehabilitation and Research Centre
for Torture Victims in Copenhagen
and several other services in Europe
had been experimenting with various
models there was still much to be
learnt.
"Counsellors have gone through
quite a deep process of trying out
different models and working
through what they do and don't
accept", says Robin Bowles, a
generalist counsellor at STARTTS.
"At first I wondered whether we
could use any type of psychotherapy with people from other
cultures or whether it was totally
culture bound". After 10 years of
counselling refugees, Robin has
changed her mind. "I think that
psycho-therapy is a gem from the
Westthat the whole world can use".
Robin believes that it is possible
to practice successfully from a
number of perspectives. "They
probably have a lot more in common
than we realise," she says.
Jorge Aroche and Mariano
Coello, STARTTS Clinical Services
Coordinator, have developed a
model to conceptualise the problems
affecting
refugees.
The
implementation of this approach has
resulted in a set of interventions that
attempt to address the problem
through a variety of strategies
focusing on different systems. These
range from the individual and their
family, to the community to
government services andpolicies.
The expertise of the service in
treating survivors of torture and
trauma has grown to the extent that
staff are often invited to present
papers at national and international
conferences.
STARTTS counsellors have also
published a number of articles in
academic journals. Tiep Nguyen,
one of the services most prolific
writers, has had articles publishes!in
the Australian Journal of Social
Work and the Journal of Advanced
Nursing and has also published a
resource book on the Vietnamese
community in Sydney.
One ofSTARTTS core values is a
vision of its clients as survivors who
have enormous potential to give.
"The Fairfield local government area
has developed enormously because
of the contributions of refugees," ..
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1987
Janice Reid and Timothy
Strong published the report
Torture and Trauma: The Health
Care Needs of Refugee

Victims in

New South Wales. The report
recommended that a service be
established to assist refugee
survivors of torture and trauma.
As a result, the NSW Minister
for Health announced that
funding would be allocated for
this purpose.

1988
The NSW Minister for
Health appointed a management
committee with a brief to set up a
counselling service for torture
and trauma survivors.
STARTTS began operating
from a three-bedroom cottage in
Hams Street, Fairfield. There
were four part-time workers. It
was the first service of its kind to
be established in Australia.
The clients at that time were
,.p:'edominantly from Latin
America and South East Asia, a
consequence of the many
dictatorships
and social
disruptions in those regions in
the 1970'sand 80's.

1989
A camp and recreation
program was established for
refugee children at the Rivendell
Adolescent Unit of Concord
Hospital. The program has been
running on a biannual basis ever
smce.
Community consultations
held with representatives of the
Latin American and IndoChinese communities.
STARTTS received funding
from the Department
of
Immigration for a grant in aid
position
to enhance
the
community development aspect
of the service.

1990
Community consultations
become an annual event for
STARTTS. Consultations are
held with a greater number of
communities including Lao,
Vietnamese, Cambodian, Latin
American, Afghan, Tamil and
Iranian communities.

1991
The Eye of the Needle video
and trainers' kit produced by
STARTTS. It was designed to
enhance health and welfare
professionals' understanding of
resettlement issues and improve
their ability
to provide
counselling to torture and trauma
survivors. The Eye of the Needle
package won the Silver Mobie
National Award for External
Communications

1992

says Viliam Phraxayavong,
STARTTS counsellor for the Lao
community.
"Because of the
successful businesses started by
migrants and refugees the Australian
economy has grown. They add to the
colour of Australia with their
different cultures and traditions".
According to Robin Bowles,
refugees bring with them a valuing
of democracy and individual rights.
"I think a lot of them really value
Australian democratic institutions
and they fight for them. They bring
more of a worldly view to us."
The ability of refugees to
overcome adversity is a continual
source of inspiration. Perhaps this is
best expressed by a former client of
STARTTS Zalmai Haidary who
wrote: "I feel that a great burden has
fallen off my shoulders and that
feeling of depression is gone. You
have helped me make that positive
step toward the future and given me a
sense of hope.

".

Friends of STARTTS (FOS)
was launched in April by the
Honourable Michael Kirby and
Mrs Kathryn Greiner who also
became patrons of FOS. FOS is
a non-profit, community-based
organisation that raises funds to
implement
STARTTS
initiatives.
The Eye of the Needle
package won a Multicultural
Marketing Award presented by
the Ethnic Affairs Commission.

1993
Margaret
Cunningham,
Executive Director, represented
STARTTSat the United Nations
World Conference on Human
Rights in Vienna.
The NSW Minister for
Health announced a funding
enhancement of $500,000 to be
granted to STARTTS. Another
$150,000 was allocated for a
purpose-built premises. This
was the largest
funding
enhancement since the inception
of the service.
A Specialist
Migrant
Placement Officer position was
based at STARTTS to improve
the job prospects of refugee
clients through the provisons of
job search and referrals, resume
preparation etc.

1994
Two staff
members
represented STARTTS at the
Fourth International
Conference
of Centres
Institutions and Individuals
concerned with the care of
Victims of Organised Violence,
5-9 December 1994 in the
Philippines.
The Commonwealth
Program of Assistance to Torture
and Trauma Survivors (PASTT)
commenced funding the service.
This increased STARTTSability
to resource mainstream services
to work effectively with refugees
and to extend other aspects of the
servIce.

1995
In 1995 STARTTSExecutive ...J;
Director, Margaret Cunningham
returned from a visit of services
for torture and trauma survivors
in the Netherlands, Denmark,
Norway, Ireland, England,
Scotland, Canada, San Francisco
and Los Angeles. Her trip was
undertaken as part of the
Churchill Fellowship.
Training and outreach work
was extended to Newcastle,
Wagga, Albury, the Central
Coast and Coffs Harbour to meet
STARTTS regional obligations
to refugees outside the Sydney
metropolitan area.

1996

The
first issue of
Transitions
was edited
and produced
by Olga Yoldi
and Helen
Basili.

A

The Minister for Health and ;,J;
Aboriginal Affairs, the Hon.
Andrew Refshauge, opened
STARTTS new premises in
Carramar, on the outskirts of
Fairfield. The premises were
purpose built for STARTTSand
included rooms for group
activities and meetings, offices
and counselling rooms.
, The Families in Cultural
Transition kit was launched at
the NSW Parliament House. It
was a comprehensive
and
innovative package which
contained group activities,
games and ideas for group
facilitators to assist immigrants
or refugees adjust to living in
Australia. It is being widely used
by STARTTSand other services.
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